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as an excuse to.

Introductory materials: cold war or so, and unjustifiable uses of 4 the life lessons to the ultimate ally. The just
war tradition represents a fund of practical moral insight based on a reflection on actual problems as these
have occurred in different historical contexts. Frequent wars eradicates hopes and dreams of many people,
destroying their homeland and making people live in constant fear of being attacked. If it's not necessary to
kill millions of innocent people, then why do it? The use of force is sometimes necessary to preserve values
that would otherwise be lost. Get Essay Can it ever be morally justifiable to use force so as to preserve values
within a society such as justice, peace and freedom? Thirty-Five years of arms, was not to assess those
questions morally should buy and limit, as by force of god. The last but not least is proportionality of the
whole enterprise. Even though some people believe that under exceptional circumstances, war is justified.
That is why leaders are quick to justify their action of going to war because they consider war necessary to
fulfill their greed. An absolute moral obligation therefore refers to an obligation which has priority over all
other moral obligations. Is war ever justified essay â€” SelfguidedlifeIs war ever justified essay â€” get the
needed report here and put aside your worries Stop receiving unsatisfactory marks with these custom term
paper tips Cooperate Is War ever Justified essays Ideal EssaysExistence has numerous wonderful things to
provide. Is war ever justified?? Reasons for imperialism vary such as materials for factory made goods, cheap
labor, spread of christianity, power and money. Unjustly causing harm to someone is never justified, and is
referred to as an absolute moral obligation. See more. In my view, war is not justified because many people
use war as an excuse to further their interests. There have to be reasonable hope of success; you only declare a
war with the hope of winning. Life teaches us many good things throughout the years, however as great as life
can be, it can also be very painful, destroying and even unfair. This issue has raised ethical problems, which
are still problematic till today. But can a war be truly justified and can it be controlled? Therefore it is
ethically correct to harm someone else in order to protect yourself and others.


